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Abstract: Due to the traditional repair methods, when doing the automatic repair of programming module, 
the heuristic semantic rules are not used to describe the constraints of automatic repair, so the coverage rate of 
automatic repair is low, and automatic repair of programming module cannot be realized. Aiming at this prob-
lem, the automatic repair method of programming module based on semantic correlation is studied. By estab-
lishing a set of calling relations between methods, the programming module can extract the constraints of au-
tomatic repair. The programming module is used to automatically repair the calculation of semantic correla-
tion degree and retrieve the abnormal constraint information with the highest semantic correlation degree. Us-
ing the automatic repair template, the programming module can be automatically repaired based on the se-
mantic association relationship. Simulation experiments were designed, and the results showed that the max-
imum coverage of the designed repair method could reach 0.873, and the maximum coverage of the control 
group was only 0.455. The designed repair method was more capable of automatic repair and could realize 
automatic repair of the programming module. 
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1. Introduction 
On the basis of comparing traditional information, Binary 
Large Object encoding data type is added to the pro-
gramming module, which is mainly used to represent the 
scene description, information description and version 
data information [1]. Due to programmer's negligence 
and software maintenance and upgrade, the programming 
module appears abnormal, resulting in the occurrence of 
phenomenon of defects. This means that higher require-
ments are put forward for programming module's auto-
matic repair method, which not only needs to describe 
the defects in the abnormal phenomena, but also needs to 
automatically repair the defects in the abnormal pheno-
mena through constraint conditions and semantic rules. 
At present, the domestic study on automatic repair of 
programming module has been rarely seen, by using the 
method of stack overflow, foreign scholars investigated 
the types of constraints in programming module gears, 
automatically repair through online web site source code, 
but the method for programming module exception in-
formation retrieval precision is low, could not be repaired 
automatically. This paper proposes a new method of au-
tomatic repair of programming module based on seman-
tic correlation. Semantic correlation actually refers to the 
degree of semantic correlation, and the measurement of 

similarity is expressed by specific values [2]. As a widely 
used retrieval method, the most basic and important part 
of semantic association is to calculate semantic associa-
tion degree. Semantic correlation in the application of 
automatic programming module repair is mainly reflect-
ed in the semantic characteristics determined by correla-
tion of fuzzy space, which can determine the fuzzy space 
information characteristics and determine the size of the 
degree, and then extract the corresponding constraint 
information for automatic repair of programming module, 
thus improving coverage of automatic repair of pro-
gramming module [3]. 

2. Automatic Repair Method of 
Programming Module based on Semantic 
Association Relation 
The basic principle of the automatic repair method pro-
posed in this paper is to detect the constraint conditions 
that throw exceptions in the code based on semantic as-
sociation relationship, and judge whether there is a cor-
rect description in the programming module. If there is 
no description, the programming module is proved to 
have defects, and the programming module is automati-
cally repaired through semantic understanding. The over-
all process of automatic repair method for programming 
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module based on semantic association relationship is shown in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1. The overall flow of automatic repair method of programming module 

Combining with the information in Figure 1, the program 
static analysis is used to extract the constraint conditions 
when throwing an exception from the programming 
module code. The specific code is: eavertlyTypel = = 
nulle; The programming module is processed to extract 
the constraint information related to the exception. On 
this basis, the extracted exception information is com-
pared. If it is inconsistent, the programming module can 
be automatically repaired by using the constraints ex-
tracted from the code according to the relevant semantic 
rules. 

2.1. Extract constraints for automatic repair of pro-
gramming module 

For a programming module, the exception constraints 
that are thrown exist not only in its own method, but also 
in the calling method [4]. Therefore, this paper deter-
mines the programming module's automatic repair con-
straint condition through three steps. The first step is to 

analyze the relationship between the calling method and 
its own method, and establish the collection of calling 
relations between methods. Among them, the concrete 
establishment method of the collection of call relations 
between methods is as follows: API source code of pro-
gramming module is analyzed based on semantic asso-
ciation relationship, then abstract syntax tree is extracted 
through the call hierarchy module of eclipse in semantic 
association relationship, and call relationship analysis is 
carried out. The second step is to extract the constraint 
conditions of the automatic repair method. By traversing 
the abstract syntax tree, all throw statements in the pro-
gramming module can be obtained, and relevant excep-
tion information can be collected to find the constraint 
conditions that trigger the exception retrospectively. The 
extraction algorithm of abnormal constraint conditions in 
the programming module is shown in Figure 2: 

 
1 infoList←
2 if dep ＞ = 0 then
3 foreach stm∈stmList do
/* if stm throws an exception，records all information in a tuple
and add to the list* /
4 if isThrowable( stm) then
5 infoList←infoList∪{ f( m; P; t; c) | P:
6 parameter，t: exceptiontype，c: condition}
/* recursively invoke itself，in case of composite statement
* /
7 else if is Composite( stm) then
8 List subList←( Block) stm: getBody( ) ;
9 infoList←infoList∪expExtractor( subList; dep) ;
/* if the statement contains a method call of n，check the
invoked method recursively* /
10 else if isMethod( stm) ^( stm’s args∈m’s list) then
/* n is the callee of m in stm* /
11 mList←n: getBody( ) ;
12 infoList←infoList∪expExtractor( mList; dep － 1) ;
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Figure 2. The schematic diagram of the extraction algorithm of abnormal constraint conditions in the programming module

Combined with the information in Figure 2, extract the 
abnormal constraint conditions in the programming mod-
ule. The third step is to consider whether the calling rela-
tionship exists and build a complete programming mod-
ule constraint information [5]. Considering that the de-
scription of the abnormal constraint information of the 
programming module has the natural language characte-
ristics, the following text calculates the semantic correla-
tion degree of the automatic repair of programming mod-
ule through the semantic correlation relationship, and 
strives to achieve an accurate description of the abnormal 
constraint information of the programming module. 

2.2. Calculate the semantic correlation degree of the 
automatic repair of programming module 

Based on semantic correlation, this paper calculates the 
semantic correlation degree of the automatic repair of 
programming module by the method of statement split-
ting. Setting the semantic correlation degree of the auto-
matic repair of programming module as c , then its calcu-
lation formula, as shown in Formula (1). 
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In Formula (1), n  refers to the information feature vector; 
i  refers to the number of information features, which is 
real; w  refers to the smoothing coefficient of fuzzy se-

mantic space of information features; m  refers to the 
friction coefficient of information feature fuzzy semantic 
space; k  refers to the information feature weight coeffi-
cient; g  refers to the membership function of informa-
tion characteristics; µ  refers to the dimension of infor-
mation characteristics; x  refers to the Hamming distance 
abscissa of semantic correlation information features; y  
refers to the Hamming distance ordinate of semantic cor-
relation information characteristics; u  refers to the in-
formation feature similarity weight. Through Formula (1), 
the semantic correlation degree of automatic repair is 
obtained, and the abnormal constraint information with 
the highest semantic correlation degree is retrieved [6]. 

2.3. Realize automatic repair of programming mod-
ule based on semantic association relationship 

On the basis of describing the abnormal constraint infor-
mation of the programming module through the automat-
ic repair of semantic relevance degree through the pro-
gramming module, this paper analyzes the automatic 
repair of sentences by the programming module accord-
ing to the dependency grammar of sentences and the heu-
ristic semantic rules defined by human. In this paper, the 
programming module is automatically repaired based on 
semantic association relationship, and 64 semantic pars-
ing rules are applied, as shown in Table 1. 

 
Table 1. 64 Heuristic semantic rules 

Rule type Semantic description Number of semantic rules 
A null value allowed The incoming parameter can be null, which has special meaning 18 

No null value The input parameter cannot be empty 20 
Type restrictions Parameters must belong to certain types 10 

Limit values The parameter must be within a certain range 16 
Total  64 

 
Combined with Table 1, the 64 heuristic semantic rules, 
including description objects of various semantics, are 
adopted to improve the automatic repair coverage of the 
design method [7]. The specific process of automatic 
repair of programming module based on semantic corre-
lation is as follows: firstly, the semantic conceptual fea-
ture set of programming module is automatically repaired 
according to the semantic correlation degree of the pro-

gramming module, and clustering is carried out accord-
ing to the size of the distribution of feature attributes to 
form a clustering center. Then, according to the resource 
distribution in the cluster center, the automatic repair 
code in the programming module is summarized. Finally, 
through the automatic repair template to achieve auto-
matic repair of programming module. 

 
Table 2. Automatic repair templates 

Rule type Label Automatic repair template 
A null value allowed @ param if［param］be null 

No null value @ param if［param］be null 
Type restrictions @ throws if［throws］be null 
Value restrictions @ param if［param］be null 
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Combined with table 2, the resulting final auto-fix rec-
ommendation is "@throws Null param Exception If data 
is Null.”. 

3. Simulation Experiment 
3.1. Experimental preparation 

In order to construct the simulation experiment, this pa-
per is adopted on the Windows computer system. A total 
of 7584 source code samples were collected as the expe-
rimental object, and Ecldevgsdefsw luna-sr3 was used as 
the development IDE. The traditional repair method and 
the repair method designed in this paper were used for 
the simulation experiment respectively, and the tradition-
al repair method was set as the experimental control 
group. Simulation verification environment includes: 
processor Inter (R) Core (TM) Duo CPU; Support wire-

less private network. The main content of the simulation 
experiment is to test the automatic repair coverage of the 
two repair methods, so as to evaluate the repair methods 
with better repair performance. In this simulation expe-
riment, a total of 10 experiments were conducted. Based 
on the automatic repair coverage measured by the soft-
ware Ecldevgsdefsw luna-sr3, the experimental results 
were recorded to judge the automatic repair capability of 
the two repair methods for the programming module. 

3.2. Analysis of experimental results and conclusions 

According to the above designed simulation experiment 
steps, 10 groups of experimental data were collected, and 
the automatic repair coverage under the two repair me-
thods was compared. The results of the automatic repair 
coverage comparison were shown in Table 3. 

 
Table 3. Comparison of automatic repair coverage 

Number of experiments Number of source 
lines 

Control group automatic repair cover-
age(%) 

Automatic repair coverage in the expe-
rimental group(%) 

01 344 0.425 0.844 
02 344 0.386 0.861 
03 344 0.455 0.873 
04 344 0.369 0.790 
05 344 0.289 0.826 
06 344 0.301 0.774 
07 344 0.392 0.783 
08 344 0.377 0.821 
09 344 0.328 0.788 
10 344 0.358 0.854 

 
The following conclusions can be drawn from table 3: 
the repair method designed in this paper has a maximum 
coverage of automatic repair up to 0.873, and the control 
group only has a maximum coverage of 0.455. The de-
signed repair method has a stronger ability of automatic 
repair and can realize automatic repair of programming 
modules. The simulation results show that all the func-
tions of the designed repair method can meet the overall 
design requirements and can be widely used in the auto-
matic repair of programming modules. 

4. Conclusions 
The simulation results show that the concrete advantages 
of semantic correlation in the application of automatic 
repair of programming modules have emerged. The cov-
erage rate of automatic repair is the main standard to en-
sure the accuracy of automatic repair of programming 
module, and the design of automatic repair method for 
programming module based on semantic correlation can 
greatly improve the coverage rate of automatic repair. 
The semantic relational repair method can not only ac-
complish the task that the traditional repair method can't, 
but also take semantic relational repair as the core, pro-
viding academic significance for the research in the field 

of automatic repair of programming module. The only 
disadvantage of this paper is that it does not make an in-
depth analysis of the application of semantic correlation 
in the visual repair of programming modules, which is 
believed to be one of the key research directions in the 
field of automatic repair of programming modules in the 
future. 
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